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In magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), noise filtering is
widely used to improve image quality,1-3 which is necessitated by many applications. For example, noise filtering is
very important as a pre-processing tool in image segmentation,4,5 which is useful for the detection of many diseases
including brain tumors.6-8 Therefore, many studies have
been conducted with an aim of reducing noise or artifacts,
such as radio-frequency (RF) noise9,10 or motion,11,12 chemical shift,13,14 eddy current,15,16 and truncation artifacts17 in
MR images.
In this study, we focus on RF noise removal. RF noise
usually has a stripe-like shape and is caused by unwanted
external RF signals.18 There exist a few methods to reduce
this noise, such as using an RF shield,19 adjusting spectral
bandwidth, and changing readout direction. However, RF
shields are expensive and changing the receiver bandwidth
or the readout direction does not completely remove noise;
instead, it simply moves the noise away from the region of
interest.
Post-processing methods can be used as an alternative
approach for RF noise removal. We first considered the
possibility of separating the noise by handling pixel values
in the frequency domain. However, even though it is assumed that this method can determine the specific frequency
corresponding to the external RF noise region, a part of the
signal at that frequency may originate from the sample.
Therefore, we cannot completely remove the signal at the
detected specific frequency. We also considered image segmentation in the image domain as alternative method for
noise removal. However, in a given region, RF noise is
distributed randomly, and therefore, this method is not
effective. Thus, we eliminated two types of post-processing
methods, i.e., image segmentation and any frequency-domainbased method.
Next, we applied three well-known de-noising methods as
alternative post-processing methods for RF noise removal.
The adaptive median filter, which takes the median value of
the gray level of surrounding pixels as the value of each
pixel, is used to reduce the scattered dot noise. 20 The Wiener
filter and the Lucy Richardson (LR) method use their respec-

tive algorithms to generate a clear image from a given noisy
and blurred image.21
In this article, we examined the effectiveness of these
three de-noising methods (Adaptive Median Filter, Wiener
Filter, and Lucy Richardson Method). Finally, we propose
the use of the Interpolation Method as a new de-noising
method, which, as we found, is more intuitive and effective
for RF noise removal than the conventional methods.
First, we searched for the RF noise range in the image
domain. Because the RF noise in the samples used for this
study is distributed across all rows in certain columns, as
shown in Figure 1(a), we found the specific columns in
which the pixel values are larger than the threshold pixel
value for the background region. We set the threshold
pixel value as 50 at the 256 gray level scale, because the
maximum background pixel value is usually less than 10.
Then, we applied the four aforementioned post-processing
methods to the selected RF noise range. The results of this
experiment are as follows.
Adaptive Median Filter. The noise has a stripe-like
shape, which is highlighted by an arrow in Figure 1(a). This
indicates that this noise is a type of RF noise. Considering
that the noise is spread in the white-stripe region, we applied
the adaptive median filter, a simple conventional method, to
erase small, dispersed noise. Unlike the standard median
filter, the adaptive median filter uses a two-level algorithm
to reduce blur while preserving detailed structures.20 However, the adaptive median filter could not eliminate the

Figure 1. (a) Original MR image and (b) Image modified by using
adaptive median filter. The noise-containing region is indicated by
an arrow.
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Figure 3. Images modified using LR method: (a) 20, (b) 50, and (c)
100 iterations.
Figure 2. Images modified using two different types of Wiener
filter: (a) Wiener filter and (b) constrained deconvolution method.

white-stripe noise, as can be seen in Figure 1(b). This
implies that the median value of the pixels surrounding the
white-stripe noise contains the noise signal because the noise
is distributed densely in the white-stripe region.
Wiener Filter. The Wiener filter, one of the most popular
linear image-restoration methods, was used to de-noise the
white-stripe region. As shown in Eq. (1), this method is used
to find the best estimate of f (de-noised image) based on the
given g (noisy image) with specific constraints. H is a point
spread function (PSF) and n is an additive noise component.
Because we considered only noise, we assumed H = 1.
g = Hf + n

(1)

The constraints are as follows. (a) If we seek an estimate of f,
which minimizes the cost function Q = nTn = |Hf − g|2, it is
considered as the Wiener filter. (b) If the cost function
Q = |Lf |2 −λ{|Hf |2 − |n|2}, it is considered as the constrained
deconvolution method, where L and λ are the Laplacian
operator and the Lagrange multiplier, respectively.21
As can be seen in Figure 2(a), the noise was not removed
by the Wiener filter. The intensity of the stripe region
changed from white to black. This implies that the Wiener
filter simply changed the gray level of the noise pixels to
zero. This is because the occurrences of noise are so densely
packed in the stripe region that they cannot be considered as
noise by the Wiener filter. Figure 2(b) shows that the noise
was smoothed by the constrained deconvolution method.
This was attributed to the balance between the Laplacian
operator effect and the condition that minimizes noise.
However, traces of white-stripe noise still exist. When used
as a Wiener filter, the constrained deconvolution method is
also unable to recognize white-stripe region as noise because
of the very high noise density in the region.
Lucy Richardson (LR) Method. The LR method includes
an iterative algorithm that attempts to determine the best
estimate of f with the constraint that noise should be
minimized [Eq. (2)].
fk+1 = fk + [g − Hfk]

Interpolation Method. Because the width of the noise
is narrow (3-5 pixels), a new de-noising concept, i.e., the
interpolation method, was applied. Because the noise has a
stripe-like shape, only two neighboring pixels near the noise
region in the same row were used for interpolation, instead
of the usual four pixels used for bilinear interpolation. There
are two interpolation methods (x and y indicate row and
column, respectively.):
Method 1. Fix two endpoints (ymin, ymax) and vary the
interpolation ratio (αi).
Imethod1(x, yi) = I(x, ymin)αi + I(x, ymax)(1−αi)

(3)

Method 2. Vary two endpoints (yi− , yi+) and fix the
interpolation ratio (β).
Imethod2(x, yi) = I(x, yi−)β + I(x, yi+)(1−β)

(4)

where αi = μi /Δy, μi = yi − min(yi), yi− = yi − Δy, yi+ = yi + Δy,
β = Δy/2, I is pixel value, and Δy is the width of the whitestripe noise (ymax − ymin). The values of ymin, ymax, α, and β
can be adjusted to effectively obtain the desired result. As
shown in Figure 4, the white-stripe noise was clearly erased
by both the interpolation methods and there was almost no
distortion.
In summary, we discussed various image processing
methods to remove the white-stripe noise that originates
from external RF noise. We confirmed that the conventional
image processing methods have some limitations in the
removal of white-stripe noise. Also, we proposed the application of the interpolation method for de-noising, which
proved to be simpler and more powerful for RF noise
removal than the conventional de-noising methods. This
method can be used for the removal of many noise types
except in the case that one particular pixel contains a considerable amount of information. Furthermore, this study
opens up the possibility of developing interpolation methods
for canceling specific noises, which is expected to be useful
for efficient disease detection.

(2)

Figure 3 shows that the LR method had almost no effect
on the white-stripe noise compared with the original image
(Fig. 1(a)). The LR method is based on the premise that
noise in the output is governed by the Poisson distribution;21
therefore, it can be used when the probability of the occurrence of noise is low. In our case, the noise in the white-stripe
region was high. Therefore, this algorithm was not effective.

Figure 4. Images modified using proposed interpolation methods:
(a) Method 1 and (b) Method 2.
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Experimental Section
Animals and Magnetic Resonance Imaging. The animal
experiments were carried out according to a protocol approved by the KBSI committee (KBSI-AEC1107). Nineweek-old Balb/C (male) mice (Japan SLC, Inc; 25 g body
weight) were used for brain imaging. All MRI experiments
were performed at KBSI in Ochang, Korea, using a 4.7 T
animal MRI scanner (BioSpec 47/40; Bruker, Germany)
equipped with a 25-mm volume coil. The experimental data
were obtained and analyzed using ParaVision 4.0 (Bruker,
Germany). The mice were anesthetized using 1.5-2% isoflurane in a mixture of N2O/O2 = 7/3 for the duration of the
MRI. T2 images were acquired using the rapid acquisition
with refocused echo (RARE) pulse sequence. The imaging
parameters were as follows: echo time (TE) = 90.0 ms, repetition time (TR) = 5 s, field of view (FOV) = 2.0 × 2.0
cm2, slice thickness = 1 mm, matrix size = 256 × 256, and
spectral bandwidth = 50 kHz.
Image Processing. All conventional image processing
methods used the built-in functions in Matlab Image Toolbox (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). The codes used for
interpolation were written in Matlab. To improve the effectiveness of the interpolation method, we applied it to a range
wider than the detected noise range. More specifically, we
set Δy as ymax − ymin + 8 and min(yi) as min(yi) − 2 in
interpolation method 1, and we set Δy as ymax − ymin + 5 in
interpolation method 2.
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